Cerebral ischemia/repefusion injury: From bench space to bedside.
While stroke research represents the primary interface between circulation and brain research, the hemostasis system also carries a pivotal role in the mechanism of vascular brain injury. The complex interrelated events triggered by the energy crisis have a specific spatial and temporal pattern arching from the initial damage to the final events of brain repair. The complexity of the pathophysiology make it difficult to model this disease, therefore it is challenging to find appropriate therapeutic targets. The ever-persistent antagonism between the positive results of drug candidates in the experimental stroke models and the failures of the clinical trials prompts changes in the research strategy, especially in the field of potential neuroprotective therapies. System biology approach could initiate new directions in the future for both preclinical and clinical research. Incentive methods aimed at anti-apoptosis mechanisms and the augmentation of post-ischemic brain repair could benefit the facts, that these processes can be targeted much longer following the cell-necrosis in the hyper-acute phase. Sequential monitoring of candidate genes and proteins responsible for stroke progression and post-stroke repair seems to be useful both in therapeutic target-identification, and in clinical testing. Understanding the mechanism behind the effect of selegiline and other drugs capable of activating the anti-apoptotic gene expression could help to find new approaches to enhance the regenerative potential in the remodeling of neuronal and microvascular networks.